Airborne Tactical Advantage Company (ATAC) Completes Most Recent Adversary Flight Training Support for Navy’s TOPGUN

DETAILS:

- ATAC has recently completed another adversary flight training evolution in support of the U.S. Navy Fighter Weapons School, “TOPGUN”
- ATAC is the only commercial air services company flying adversary aircraft in support of TOPGUN and has provided training for the Navy’s best fighter pilots for over 15 years. In that time, ATAC has established a sustained record of reliable and professional support and achieved a mission completion rate of over 95%
- The most recent evolution, from 14 to 30 August, involved ATAC F-21 Kfir supersonic fighters that flew 52 sorties as adversary platforms. The final event of the Class was a 10 v 24 Graduation Strike by the students against the TOPGUN Instructors, with ATAC in support
- The Kfirs simulated fighter aircraft as well as strike aircraft using electronic attack and supersonic dash capability. The TOPGUN events included ATAC aircraft flying as adversaries in Offensive and Defensive Counter Air missions, multi-plane defense-in-depth strikes, and integrated multi-plane fourth and fifth generation fighter missions